Sales Order Management
Effective sales order management is critical to
remaining competitive when customers prefer
customized products over standard offerings, look for
lower costs and expect short lead times. 2020 Insight
provides flexible product configuration, detailed order
management and real-time order tracking, ultimately
resulting in an improved customer experience.
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Benefits
Stronger customer relationships and improved customer satisfaction with accurate and up-to-date information
Alignment of your entire organization
Timely information and insight at your fingertips
Accurate available-to-promise commitment data
Integrated workflow setup that models business processes
Configurable order types
Flexible discount strategies and price lists with price rules
Elimination of duplication and complexity at the point of order entry
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Orders are the heart of your business
Implement an industry-specific solution that allows you to administer to the customer while streamlining your order
processing workflow from sales desk to installation. Manage sales order types, import sales orders and line items, and
set up complex pricing. 2020 Insight includes all inquiry and import functionality associated with managing sales orders.
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Projects
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Centralized Payment Processing
European manufacturers can define buying groups and central payment agencies and their members with centralized payment
processing. In addition, manufacturers can create report information in Bewi-Data XML format that can then be transformed into DGDiskont-Bank format, as needed.
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